
The Next Revolution

 The late architectural theorist Lebbeus Woods once 
wrote that “the digital revolution is over.”1 Woods says this 
is because computers excel at something hand-drawing 
does not: conforming design to the concerns of maximizing 
gross floor area and development efficiency. Moreover, 
unlike the human designer, who uses analogy and 
negotiation to explore a design idea, the computational 
tool seeks to reduce it to a literal representation, even 
during the early stages of design. 

 When tasked with designing something new, the 
computer has two options; use calculus to produce 
variations of a preset form,2 or collage of existing designs 
to create something unrecognizable.3 Despite future 
upgrades in architectural software and hardware, the 
limitations are clear: by abstracting the world into bits of 
information, the computerized designer “leaves behind a 
vast space in human thought that cannot be represented 
in that way.”The relationship between computation and architecture is in crisis. 

From “digital twins,” to “photo-realistic real-time rendering,” to full 
automation of design and construction, the current trend focuses 
on creating literal representations, both digital and physical, of 
predetermined ideas. This has neglected the use of computation 
in a more exploratory way to augment the design superpowers of 
play, analogy, and discovery. 
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Ivan Sutherland, Sketchpad, 1963 overlaid with Digital Blue Foam, 2021

Photo-realistic rendering to reality, Diller Scofidio + Renfro, Hudson Yards, 2018
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 Other digital fields like computer animation and data 
visualization offer a glimpse on how digital bricolage can 
be adopted by architects. 

 In the former, while triple-A studios such as PIXAR aim 
for a ‘plastic’ stylized realism, artists like David O’Reilly 
have embraced the emergent quirks and glitches of 
computer graphics to envision coherent new worlds.8

 In the latter, the “data humanism” of Georgia 
Lupi responds to the impersonal representations of 
commercial big data systems with a handmade approach 
to constructing datasets.9
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Computational Pluralism

 While more designers than ever use computation, few 
have received meaningful guidance on how to use it. For 
some, designing with a top-down, rule-driven approach 
comes naturally. Often these are the professionals 
who champion scripting programs like Grasshopper  
in architectural offices. 

 However, the current paradigm of computation in 
architecture represents an ‘alien way of thinking’ to many 
professionals.4 They prefer a more personal approach that 
relies on concrete forms of reasoning and the practice of 
“bricolage”; a term coined by Levi-Strauss to describe the 
skill of using and recombining whatever lies at hand to 
create something new.5

 The bricoleur plays and negotiates with the elements 
of a design almost as if they were materials. This is akin 
to the painter who re-evaluates their painting with each 
brushstroke, or the chef who continuously tastes and 
adjusts a recipe as they go. 

Digital Bricolage

 We see this way of working manifested in countless 
architects who refined their skills as bricoleurs over 
decades. For example, Coop Himmelblau’s use of 
‘psychogram’ models and drawings to capture the flash 
of creativity at the start of a design,6 or OMA with its 
ubiquitous use of blue foam models as place-holders and 
fuel for discussion.7

Analogy-Driven Computation 

 The designer’s capacity for analogy — the cognitive 
process of transferring information meaning from one 
subject to another — is a potential bridge between the 
abstract structures of technology and the concrete 
negotiation of real things. Through the interaction of physical 
reality and the abstract theoretical ideas, architecture 
projects can be represented by analogical thinking.10

 New machine systems modeled on the human process 
of analogy could complete the bridge between our abstract 
descriptions and the literal representations produced 
by current architectural software, and drive creative 
discoveries at a superhuman speed and scale.

 A landmark paper 2019 article in the science journal 
Nature describes the work of researchers pioneering the 
use of an “analogy-driven” AI system for mining scientific 
journals.11 Rather than mining papers for specific words 
such as “thermoelectric,” this system mined them for 
anything similar to the discussion of thermoelectric 
materials. Its method was so potent that the researchers 
were actually able to discover new material compounds 
with its findings. 
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 Woods speculated that a new form of hybrid 
computation will soon emerge that will differ from 
current design tools in many ways. This form will act 
as a “technological prosthesis” adapted to the unique 
life experiences of the individual designer.12 Woods’ 
speculation is less far-fetched than it might seem. In 2020, 
Elon Musk’s company Neuralink conducted a presentation 
of its brain-machine interface technology in live pigs.13 One 
can imagine the integration of technology like this in the 
brains of architects to extend their powers of analogy. 
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response, Digital Blue Foam revolutionizes user interaction 
by looking back to tried-and-tested methods such as 
sketching, collage, and blue foam models. By adopting 
a more concrete approach to computation, we believe 
it is possible to make computational design accessible  
to a wider audience, while opening up new possibilities 
for creative play. 

Final Thoughts

 Until architects can command the construction of 
buildings through mental telepathy, we must embrace 
a pluralistic approach to digital technologies and the 
different forms of thought they augment. 

 Rather than continue to promote the image of 
computational design as a purely rational and objective 
technique, we can also adopt tools which, like glitch art 
and data humanism, reintroduce ambiguity, subjectivity 
and the spontaneous to the design process.

 To grow the number of architects who realize the true 
benefits of computation, we need to embrace alternative 
technological approaches which aid in the discovery of 
new ideas through creative play and the sympathetic 
extension of the designer’s humanity.

Digital Blue Foam 

 At Digital Blue Foam, we are challenging the current 
trend of literal representation and quantity optimization 
in architectural software. 

 Currently, architects spend a lot of time learning and 
using inefficient drafting tools that actually distract them 
from their essential role of creating and experimenting 
with design options. To address these issues, design and 
construction firms are now making computational design 
the mainstream: from low-level scripting interfaces and 
plugins, to automate repetitive tasks, to Machine Learning 
systems that can predict how a building will perform when 
given specific environmental conditions. Despite these 
advances, several barriers to widespread adoption remain:

 1) They have a steep learning curve, and require  
  specialized training and expertise
 2) They focus on solving narrowly defined design  
  problems, rather than complex decision-making
 3) For clients — the ones financing the projects  
  — the output of these tools remains hard  
  to understand

 As highlighted earlier, traditional computational 
inputs which rely on abstraction, like scripts or flow-
charts, are alienating to a majority of professionals. In 

Sketching input and non-literal aesthetics, Digital Blue Foam, 2021


